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are on different continents...

We’re your common ground.

Integrates solutions at every phase 
of your project.

South Africa
+27 11 441 1111 
johannesburg@srk.co.za

www.srk.co.za
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The global and local 
organisations had invested 
significantly to further develop 
the specialised competence in 
mining applications.
Technology integration 
combining energy management, 
process automation and 
software through Schneider 
Electric’s Internet of Things (IoT) 
enabled platform, EcoStruxure, 
leveraged an enabled, open 
and interoperable architecture 
to deliver true digital 
transformation. 
     However, the main challenges 
have always been to make 
real-time decisions based on 
information that was spread 
across disparate databases and 
applications positioned at the 
edge and locked within mining 
hierarchical disciplines. 
     Nonetheless, connected 
devices (data acquisition layer) 
can now be safely and reliably 
accessed from the cloud and 
mine product deliveries can be 
traced back to the mine design 
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with a click of a button, in real-
time.

“This is truly a unique time to be 
in mining.”

Recent studies indicate 
autonomous and mechanised 
mining can have a significant 
impact on extending the 
economic life of many mining 
operations, as well as the 
profitability of these mines, 
which in turn will have a 
significant positive impact on an 
already strained gross domestic 
product.
     It is estimated in the next 
five years; mining industry 
leaders will achieve their most 
significant improvements by 
embracing digital technologies, 
such as IoT, advanced analytics 
and augmented reality that can 
harness the power of big data 
in a secure way. Of all trends 
impacting the mining industry, 
few will be as critical as effective 
digitalization.

The future of the mining industry can benefit from the 
application and adoption of relevant digital technology, to 
address rising pressures mounting on business sustainability 
and reduced energy consumption.

“It will affect every aspect of the industrial operation and provide the 
greatest potential for improving business and operational efficiency.” 
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SANGATI BERGA S.A.
Sangati Berga was founded in Fortaleza, Brazil in 1992 but its origin dates back to 1978 when a group of Brazilian investors formed a 
partnership with an European Milling Equipment Manufacturer under the name of “Sangati do Brasil”. Sangati Berga became a 100% 
Brazilian owned company in 2005 and from there the company has established itself as a major supplier of milling equipment in Brazil 

and Latin America with a presence in more than 30 countries around the world.   

 Over the years, Sangati Berga’s custom solutions approach has led to many satisfied customers and long-lasting partnerships. “This 
is based on our ability to offer the best cost-benefit ratios in the market, where our Milling expertise, innovative designs and reliable 

equipment guarantee the best and quickest return on investment”, as Ricardo Pereira (CEO Sangati Berga) said. 

Sangati Berga is now using all their know-how and technology into supplying equipment specially designed to work on mining 
and graphite industries, already with successful participation on projects such as the Balama Project, from Syrah Resources, where 
Sangati Berga supplied all the dry graphite classification and sieving process. Our FORTRESS Plansifter delivers the best sifting and 
classification process for dry graphite, able to work with both fines and flakes fractions of the product. With the exclusive concept 
of sieves and frames made with SMC (sheet molding compound) plastic, both sieves and frames are produced in a single structure, 
without presence of any connecting elements such as screws, felt, rubber, gaskets, etc., guaranteeing zero product contamination 
by foreign elements. The revolutionary concept of grooves, specially designed for sifting operations, provides a perfect fit between 
frames and sieves, ensuring no leakage or mixing between products. All these characteristics provides continuously performance and 

reliability of the sifting process, ensuring the final product is always according to the desired specifications.

Thanks to the fully modular structure, where extra sifting compartments can be added to the equipment according to the necessity, 
the FORTRESS Plansifter aims for space optimization, easily enabling future upgrades in capacity without significant changes in its 
project. The FORTRESS Plansifter is available with 2,4,6,8 or 10 compartments. Sangati Berga also supplies the complete line of dry 
graphite handling, such as vibratory bin discharges for silos, rotary and pneumatic valves, chain conveyors, screw conveyors, among 

others. Sangati Berga, your Brazilian technology partner for graphite classification.

Travessa Sangati, 101, Álvaro Weyne  |  Fortaleza, Brazil 60340-494  |  Tel: +55 (11) 2663 9900  |  sangati.sp@sangatiberga.com.br 

www.sangatiberga.com.br
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These nations are all 
major gold producers, 
and for investors 
interested in gold 
in Africa, they are 
important areas to 
keep a close eye on.

GOLD IN AFRICA: GHANA 
Ghana is one of the best places to 
look for gold in Africa. It is one of 
the continent’s top gold-producing 
countries, and supports several large 
gold companies, as well as a large 
number of artisanal miners.   
     Artisanal mining is highly 
sensitive to the gold price, and the 

A look at Ghana,  
Mali and Burkina Faso

MINING GOLD IN AFRICA

When it comes to mining gold in Africa, the western side of the continent is a hotspot. Its home to 

many explorers, as well as a slew of major companies focused on extracting the metal. Ghana, Mali 

and Burkina Faso are three of West Africa’s most active gold-mining countries. 

government of Ghana is making 
an effort to eliminate this industry. 
In 2017, the country produced 80 
MT of gold; there was speculation 
that output could drop due to 
government cuts, but ultimately 
there was no effect in terms of 
numbers. In fact, output actually 
increased by 1 MT from 2016 
to 2017. One of the companies 
producing gold in Ghana is Asanko 
Gold, whose flagship Asanko 
gold mine reached commercial 
production on April 1, 2016. In 
its Q1 2018 report, the company 
announced gold production of 
48,229 ounces, placing the firm on 
track to meet its annual guidance of 
200,000 to 220,000 ounces. 
     West Africa-focused Perseus 
Mining holds one gold property in 
Ghana: its flagship asset, the Edikan 

gold mine. It has a measured and 
indicated gold resource of 5 million 
ounces. Edikan first produced 
gold in 2011, and by January 2012, 
the company was in commercial 
production. Ore reserves at Edikan 
were last reported to be 53 million 
tonnes grading 1.1 g/t gold. Perseus 
also holds two other gold projects in 
Côte d’Ivoire. 
     Golden Star Resources has been 
operating in Ghana since 1999. It 
holds a 90 percent interest in the 
Wassa mine, which has mineral 
reserves of 1.5 million ounces at an 
average grade of 2.27 g/t gold. The 
company also holds the Prestea 
mine, which has operated for over 
100 years and has produced more 
than 9 million ounces to date. 
     BCM International is a private 
company that bought its Nzema 
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mine from Endeavor Mining in 2017. The mine is 
located at the south end of the Ashanti Gold Belt. The 
mine is 90 percent owned by the company, and 10 
percent owned by the government of Ghana. The mine 
began commercial production in 2011, and based on 
current reserves will have only a few more years of life 
left. 
     Another large company operating in Ghana is 
Newmont Mining, which has two gold-producing 
mines in the country: Ahafo and Akyem. Major miner 
AngloGold Ashanti also has two wholly owned and 
managed operations in Ghana: the Iduapriem and 
Obuasi gold mines.

GOLD IN AFRICA: MALI 
Gold production in Mali came to 49.6 MT in 2017, 
making the country Africa’s third-largest gold producer 
after South Africa and Ghana. This is in part due to the 
efforts of artisanal miners; like Ghana, Mali is home to 
many artisanal miners, and the country’s government 
estimates that informal miners produced about 50 MT 
in 2017. 
     The largely unregulated sector is plagued by fatal 
accidents, smuggling, child labor and environmental 
damage. The government of Mali announced plans in 
2014 to supervise operations and give miners easier 
access to financing, but progress has been slow.    
     Despite Mali’s widespread artisanal mining practises, 
it is also home to many large gold-mining companies. 
Those include IAMGOLD, which operates the Sadiola 
and Yatela gold mines, and AngloGold Ashanti, which 
holds the Morila, Sadiola and Yatela mines. The latter 
two are joint ventures between AngloGold Ashanti 
and IAMGOLD; meanwhile, Morila is a joint venture 
between AngloGold Ashanti, Randgold Resources and 
the Mali government.  
     Apart from the Morila joint venture with AngloGold 
Ashanti, Randgold Resources also has the Loulo-
Gounkoto mine complex, an 80/20 joint venture with 
the government of Mali.

GOLD IN AFRICA: BURKINA FASO 
Agriculture and mining are the largest and most 
impactful industries in Burkina Faso. For that reason, 
the government is focused on making infrastructure 
improvements — major roads are being paved, while 
others are being formally created in order to make 
further development possible. Annual production for 
2017 came in at 45.5 tonnes and is estimated to jump 
up to 55 tonnes in 2018, according to Reuters. 
     Endeavour Mining acquired the Karma mine 
in Burkina Faso in 2016, and announced first gold 
production in April of that year. Karma is a low-cost 
operation with six identified gold deposits, and has a 
shallow open pit with a low strip ratio and no blasting 
required. Commercial production was declared on 
October 1, 2016, and expected production for 2018 
is 105,000 to 115,000 ounces. Endeavour also owns 
the Hounde mine in Burkina Faso, whose average 
production is 190,000 ounces. 
    IAMGOLD operates in Burkina Faso as well. It 
gained control of its Essakane gold mine after its 2009 
acquisition of Orezone Resources, and Essakane began 
commercial production in July 2010. A revised life-of-
mine plan, completed in December 2015, demonstrates 
a mine life of 8.2 years and average attributable 
gold production of 368,000 ounces per year. In 2017 
production came in at 389,000 ounces. 
    Another gold producer in Burkina Faso is SEMAFO, 
which operates the Mana mine, the third-largest 
mine in the country. Mana has produced some 1.6 
million ounces since its first gold pour in 2008. Annual 
production at Mana reached 206,400 ounces in 2017, 
ahead of its guidance of 190,000 to 205,000 ounces for 
the year. 
     Finally, a relatively new entrant to the space in 
Burkina Faso is Roxgold, which declared commercial 
production at its Yaramoko gold mine in the country 
in October 2016. In 2017, the company exceeded the 
upper limit of its increased guidance range, putting out 
126,990 ounces of gold.
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G
uangzhou DongSong 
Energy Group Co., 
Ltd, the Chinese 
company developing 
the Sukulu 

comprehensive development project 
on the outskirts of Tororo town at 
the Uganda-Kenya border, is set to 
start manufacturing fertiliser this 
October, according to government 
officials. 
     The fertiliser manufacturing 
plant is one of the proposed 
mining projects in the Uganda-
China Guangdong Free Zone 
of International Cooperation, 
overlooking the Osukuru hills. 
Earlier feasibility studies say the 
hills contain some 75 million tons of 
phosphorite, which is used to make 
fertiliser, 213 million tons of iron ore, 
429 tons of niobium, and one million 
tons of rare earth minerals. 
     The Sukulu project will 
manufacture fertiliser for both 
local consumption and export to 
neighbouring countries. Guangzhou 
DongSong’s chief executive, Jane 
Guo said they will start with bio-
organic fertilisers that have already 

UGANDA’S LARGEST 
MINING VENTURE IN 
30 YEARS to open in October

Sitting on a 600- acre piece 
of land, the Guangzhou 
Dongsong Energy Group 
(U) Ltd owned industrial 
complex in Osukulu Sub-
county, Tororo District, will 
produce about 300,000 
tonnes of organic fertilisers 
annually, making it the 
biggest organic fertiliser 
plant in East Africa.

been tried around the country on, 
among other crops, vegetables, rice 
and Irish potatoes. 
     She added that they will also start 
with the manufacture of steel-related 
materials from the vast iron ore 
reserves. 
     At least $620m (Shs2.2trillion) 
is expected to be invested in the 
project, making it Uganda’s biggest 
mining venture since the Kilembe 
copper and cobalt mines in Kasese 
district. The money was mobilised 
from the Industrial and Commercial 
Bank of China (ICBC), part of the 
$60bn investment package in Africa 
that Chinese President Xi Jinping 
announced during the China-Africa 
Cooperation (FOCAC) Summit in 
South Africa in 2015. 
     Guangzhou DongSong Energy 
Group Company started feasibility 
studies for the Osukuru hills in 
2012. A year later, it was awarded a 
50-year mining license over an area 
spanning 265 square kilometers. 
     The company signed a 

memorandum of understanding with 
the government to establish the 
Sukulu Comprehensive Plant that will 
comprise a fertiliser manufacturing 
plant and a steel plant. Mr Kasaija, 
the finance minister, promised 
government’s “total support” for 
the mining venture, which he said 
has the capacity to turn around the 
country’s fortunes. 
     Foreign direct investment in 
Uganda’s mining sector averaged 
Shs3trillion ($800m) at the end 
of 2016; $620m of that was by 
DongSong. 
     Mr Kasaija further urged the 
company “to ensure technology 
transfer” when the project starts for 
more tricke-down benefits like jobs 
and related industries. 
     Guangzhou Dongsong’s 
officials said the project is currently 
employing some 900 locals but the 
number will increase to 2,000 by 
next year, when the fertiliser plant is 
manufacturing at full capacity and 
the steel plant is up and running.
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Bauba 
Platinum 

signs 
Chromite 

offtake 
agreement

South African platinum 
miner Bauba Platinum 
has formally signed a 

chromite ore commodity 
purchase contract with 

two private South African 
companies. The deal 
gives Gerald Metals 

and Pelagic Resources 
proprietary access to 

chrome ore for the run of 
mine. Bauba’s chromite 

is 40 percent Cr2O3 
and produced at the 
company’s Moeijelijk 

mine.

Terms of the offtake agreement 
include a US$5-million down 
payment, representing a partial 
prepayment for 240,000 tonnes of 
chrome ore to be produced and 
supplied. 
     There is also a built-in caveat 
to the deal, which incorporates 
an appropriate reduction factor 
on chrome ore ROM tonnage 
obligations once chrome ore 
concentrate material is produced 
from the Moeijelijk mine wash plant 
     The precious and industrial 
metals producer will use the 
US$5 million to both enhance the 
ongoing projects at Moeijelijk as 
well as towards acquisition and 
development of new mines that the 
company is currently examining.      
     All three companies had business 
dealings prior to the offtake 
agreement. Gerald Metals is a 
member of the Gerald Group, a 
private global commodity trading 
company engaged in the physical 
merchanting, development, 
trade and structured finance of 
commodities. 
     Before the new deal, Gerald 
was purchasing chromite ore on a 

spot basis from Bauba. Meanwhile, 
Pelagic has been actively marketing 
Bauba’s chrome ore production. 
Pelagic specializes in international 
finance, marketing and supply chain 
solutions for the global trade of 
mineral ores and alloys. 
     “This financing and offtake 
agreement will further enhance 
Bauba’s future profitability,” Nick van 
der Hoven, CEO of Bauba, said in 
the announcement. 
     He added: “Geralds’ 
commitment to pre-finance 
and trade Bauba’s chrome ore 
production is a significant vote of 
confidence in the future prospects of 
our company.” 
     Earlier this year, Bauba 
commissioned a chrome spiral circuit 
wash plant and primary crushing 
circuit at Moeijelijk. Once complete, 
the crushing circuit will have a 
monthly capacity of 41,000 tonnes of 
chrome ore. 
     The company will also screen for 
lumpy chrome ore, which attracts 
a pricing premium. The spiral wash 
plant will have a planned monthly 
feed capacity of 35,000 tonnes.

 Capital Investment
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THE VALUE OF DE-RISKING 

RESOURCE EXPLORATION & 
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

Companies know that investors often look for high 
returns on small investments, and in order to attract and 
retain investors, miners will “de-risk” a project. 
     De-risking includes conducting extensive exploration 
work, appropriately financing the project in the short 
to medium term and working to lower production 
costs. De-risking holds great value to junior resource 
companies, while it can also be profitable for risk-averse 
investors who know what to look for.

DE-RISKING A PROJECT 
Risk lessens as a company moves a project through 
its various stages. These stages can include financing, 
drilling, resource definition, economic and feasibility 
studies, construction permitting and production.

Every investor has a different risk 

profile. Some are high risk, high 

reward; others are risk averse and 

take the time to research the right 

mining project, company and 

management team in which to 

invest.
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FINANCING 
Potential investors must consider 
a company’s financial position, 
market capitalization and ability 
to fund a project. Companies can 
strengthen their position as a low-
risk investment by securing the 
right financing package needed for 
each stage of their project. But they 
should also develop a detailed and 
accurate budget with timelines on 
how they will use their funds. 
     Investors should look for a 
company with its share structure 
and financial details laid out, and 
a strong plan on how it will use its 
funds. This information should be 
highlighted in a presentation or 
press release.

CONFIRMING RESOURCES 
Miners and investors both want 
to profit, but neither will without 
a resource. Miners can de-risk a 
project by showing maps, trenches, 
samples, drill locations and past 
results from previous projects. 
Investors should be mindful of a 
project that has been recycled 
from an older project and simply 
renamed. 
     A company should outline the 
technical aspects of a project by 
providing investors with information 
like a NI 43-101 or JORC resource, 
which ensures that misleading 
or erroneous information is not 
promoted or published. Companies 
should also detail any previous site 
visits, geological studies and plans 
that outline how the resource can be 
mined and processed profitably. 
     “Although grade is often touted 
as king, it is actually the profit 
margin that counts and the ability 
to pay back the original capital 
investment.”

DECREASING COSTS 
Large projects can be attractive 
to investors, but they often carry 
extensive costs. Miners can lower 
costs by improving efficiency with 
technology like production visibility 
tools; these allow an automated 

view of operations results and can 
help companies adjust in certain 
areas. Companies can also invest in 
analytics to assess the costs of their 
processes and identify strengths and 
weaknesses. 
     As a strategy, decreasing costs is 
often tied to planning. A company 
that is serious about tightening 
its processes and actively seeking 
out low-cost solutions will stand 
a greater chance of providing 
investors with a high return on 
investment.

ENSURING STABILITY OF 
JURISDICTION  
A safe jurisdiction carries less risk 
than a cheap jurisdiction, and 
will serve both the company and 
investor better in the long term. 
It’s important for investors to 
take notice of the jurisdiction the 
company plans to operate in, and 
seek out the information before 
investing. 
     A safe jurisdiction is a fixed 
area of land with high geological 
potential for mineral exploration in 
a secure sociopolitical environment. 
It should include a good geoscience 
database with accurate and up-
to-date claim maps, geological 
maps, regional geochemical and 
geophysical survey data and 
compilations of past exploration. 
     The sociopolitical and regulatory 
aspects of a jurisdiction are 
often more complicated than 
the geological components. If a 
company has access to a strong 
deposit, but the country or region 
has laws that prevent the mining 
method needed to make a project 
economical, the deposit is worthless. 
     “The value of a mining company’s 
assets below ground can only be 
realized if the social and political 
environment above ground enables 
production.” 
     Since many of the world’s rich 
deposits are found in poor regions, 
miners must also take on the burden 
of corporate social responsibility. 
Issues can include: how much a 

company will pay local workers and 
what the working conditions are like; 
what the company’s tax burden will 
be; whether the company will invest 
profit back into the area; what the 
environmental impact on the region 
will be; and how volatile the region’s 
political landscape is. 
     A good relationship between a 
community and a mining company is 
crucial for a successful project.

THE RIGHT MANAGEMENT TEAM 
A management team should not 
only be experienced in mining, but it 
should be experienced in de-risking, 
something not all management 
teams have the capacity to do. The 
right team should have excellent 
technical skills backed by a previous 
history of success with the phases 
involved in de-risking. 
     A competent technical team with 
no capital market experience may 
execute a poor financing plan. A 
capital market-heavy management 
team may get involved in a marginal 
project with no hope of ever being 
built or acquired. Investors can 
do their own research for more 
information on each management 
team member to determine if the 
company is right for them.

FOR INVESTORS  
Companies that de-risk provide 
investors with a better opportunity 
to profit, since the company is 
showing that it is attempting to 
address issues before they arise. 
In the challenging world of junior 
mining, de-risking can help a 
company instill confidence in 
investors and provide transparency 
at the beginning of the relationship.
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Mineral Exploration: 

Why Africa?
The African continent is home to crustal rocks that span the earth’s 

geological history and host enormous mineral wealth; but it has 
remained for most part relatively underexplored. New technologies 

for exploration and extraction, combined with modern data 
processing techniques, could change all that. 
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Africa’s oldest rocks, called the 

Archaen cores of the cratons, 

host world-class sedimentary 

deposits of gold and uranium in South 

Africa, and widespread smaller shear 

zone hosted gold deposits on most of the 

cratonic core areas – including Angola, 

Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Côte d’Ivoire, 

Ghana, Mali, South Africa, Tanzania and 

Zimbabwe. 

THESE AREAS ARE ALSO KNOWN FOR 
PRESERVING: 
The younger sedimentary rocks that were deposited 
on them – such as the Proterozoic basin sediments – 
containing world-class iron and manganese deposits in 
places such as Cameroon, Gabon, Guinea, Sierra Leone 
and South Africa);

Igneous rocks that intruded the cratons throughout 
geological history, such as the large layered 
ultramafic-mafic complexes (the Bushveld Complex 
in South Africa, the Great Dyke in Zimbabwe, the 
Kunene Complex in Namibia and Angola, and the 
Tete Complex in Mozambique) with their large 
deposits of platinum group elements (PGEs), chromite 
and vanadiferous titanomagnetite; and 
     Kimberlite pipes, some with diamond 
mineralisation (in Algeria, Angola, Botswana, Central 
African Republic, Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana, Guinea, 
Sierra Leone, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania 
and Zimbabwe) that eroded to give rise to alluvial 
and marine diamond deposits in South Africa and 
Namibia. 
     The larger Archaen cores of the cratons include: 
the Kaapvaal and Zimbabwe cratonic cores (South 
Africa and Zimbabwe); the Kasai-Congo cratonic 
core in parts of Angola, Cameroon, Central African 
Republic, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), 
Gabon and Republic of Congo (ROC); and the West 
African cratonic core in Algeria, Burkina Faso, Côte 
d’Ivoire, Ghana, Guinea, Mali, Mauritania, southern 
Morocco, and parts of Western Sahara. In addition, 
there are a smaller cratonic cores present in eastern 
Egypt, Libya and in eastern Tanzania.  
     The cratons’ cores are welded together in the 
larger cratons by Proterozoic Mobile Belts comprising 
metamorphosed supracrustal sediments and granites 
of different ages. The supracrustal rocks host 
sedimentary base metal deposits such as the central 
African copper belt in Zambia and DRC, and the 
copper-lead-zinc deposits of the Namaqua Province in 
South Africa and Namibia, and the Damara Province 
of Namibia and north-western Botswana.  
     Granite-associated uranium and tin deposits 
occur in Namibia, Nigeria and Rwanda-Burundi, 
tantalum in Ethiopia, graphite in Kenya, Tanzania and 
Mozambique, while the Nubian shield represents a 
different target for gold deposits in Egypt, Eritrea 
and Ethiopia. Both the mobile belts and cratonic 
areas were intruded by carbonatite complexes that 
were in some instances directly related to rift systems 
(such as the Central African Rift) or extensions of 
ocean floor transform faults onto the continent. These 
carbonatite complexes host copper in South Africa, 
fluorite in Namibia, niobium and tantalum in Tanzania 
and Kenya, and phosphate and vermiculite deposits 
in South Africa and Uganda, and may form important 
repositories of rare earth elements. 
     The stitching together of the cratons was 
responsible for the formation of a supercontinent 
known as Gondwanaland; large inter-continental 
sediment-filled basins formed during the Palaezoic 
and Mesozoic. The best example of this is the Karoo 

Crustal framework of 
Africa, showing the major 

 solid mineral deposits  
(modified from ‘The Great  
Mineral Fields of Africa’ by  

S Frost-Killian, S Mater,  
RP Viljoen and  
MGC Wilson,   

2016)
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basin, with coal seams towards the 
base of the sequence (in Botswana, 
Mozambique, South Africa, Tanzania 
and Zimbabwe) but there are 
also poorer quality Mesozoic coal 
deposits in Egypt, Morocco, Nigeria 
and Senegal. In addition, Palaezoic 
sedimentary uranium deposits occur 
in Chad and South Africa.

TREASURES OF THE AFRICAN 
LAND SURFACE 
Following the breakup of 
Gondwanaland was the formation – 
during the Mesozoic - of probably 
the earth’s oldest preserved land 
surface: the African Land Surface. 
This surface is related to a deep 
and extensive weathering profile 
resulting in pedogenic limestone 
deposits used in the cement industry 
in South Africa, bauxite deposits 
in Cameroon and elsewhere, the 
development of pedogenic high 
grade manganese deposits in 
Gabon and nickel laterite deposits in 
Madagascar.  
     This land surface also acted as a 
staging phase for the redistribution 
and subsequent concentration 
of alluvial diamonds, other 
gemstones and gold in Cameroon, 
Cote d’Ivoire, Madagascar, South 
Africa and various other countries. 
Cenozoic sediments were deposited 
along the coasts of the African 
continent and these host large heavy 
mineral deposits of titanium and 
zirconium in Kenya, Mozambique, 
South Africa and Tanzania, as well 
as marine diamond deposits in 
Namibia and South Africa.  
     These sediments also contain 
large phosphorite deposits in 
Egypt, Morocco, South Africa and 
Tunisia. During this period, aeolian 
sediments accumulated as thick 
cover sequences in the Congo and 
Kalahari basins, the Namib desert 
and the vast North African Sahara 
Desert.  
     There are a number of reasons 
why Africa still has extensive 
exploration potential. These 
include the thick cover from deep 

weathering during the Mesozoic, 
with relatively minor denudation 
since then.  Also, there is extensive 
cover formed by Cenozoic 
sediments, and the relatively hostile 
environments in the equatorial forest 
of central Africa and the desert areas 
of the continent have impeded 
exploration efforts.

WHY COULD THAT CHANGE 
NOW? 
There are a number of reasons 
why the potential, present in the 
geological formations described 
above, could now be revealed more 
readily than any time in the past.  
     Large parts of the continent have 
remained relatively inaccessible 
for exploration companies during 
the post-colonial period; this has 
improved relatively recently, but 
security of tenure is still one of the 
biggest concerns. Many regions 
of Africa also remain relatively 
landlocked; they also lack rail, 
electricity and water infrastructure. 
     In the last six decades, however, 
there has been enormous 
development in the ability to collect 
and process information. In addition, 
the sensitivity and efficiency of 
geochemical and geophysical 
tools has been greatly improved, 
resulting in lower detection limits 
with reduced measurement 
times. Simultaneously, the tools 
themselves have become much 
smaller and more user-friendly. 
In addition, remote sensing and 
satellite methodologies now provide 
accurate geo-spatial location and 
multispectral coverage that can be 
integrated with geological, tectonic, 
geophysical and geochemical 
information. The tools available 
to the modern explorer have 
become very sophisticated and data 
gathering and interpretation may 
now be done almost in real time.  
     For geochemistry, the biggest 
advances in field equipment have 
been continuing improvements in 
the portable X-ray fluorescence 
(XRF) for chemical analysis, 

and in infra-red and near infra-
red spectrometry, as well as 
X-ray diffraction tools. If used 
responsibly – where the analyses 
are based on representative, 
appropriately prepared samples – 
such instruments can dramatically 
reduce turn-around time on 
sample analyses, rapid redirection 
of sampling programmes, target 
selection and follow-up exploration. 

TECHNOLOGY STILL RELIES ON 
PROFESSIONAL SKILLS 
The greatest challenge facing the 
modern explorer is inadequate 
training and experience in 
processing and interpreting large 
data sets, as well as a limited 
understanding of sampling 
theory, geochemical associations, 
mineral chemistry and the 
chemical processes in the primary 
ore forming and secondary 
weathering environments. A sound 
fundamental understanding is 
required before plunging into 
multi-variate statistics, as the new 
methods provide us with multi-
element analyses at no additional 
cost. Aspects of geochemical 
interpretation that require serious 
attention are: differences in the 
nature of the distributions of 
underlying populations; more than 
one population sampled; auto 
correlation; the effect of closure; 
and dependence between variables. 
Also, some of the statistical software 
packages commonly used do not 
indicate the error or weakness in 
results. 
     It should be remembered, of 
course, that the easy mineral targets 
have already be found – making 
exploration for new discoveries 
more challenging. This makes the 
new advances discussed here hugely 
significant, as long as they are 
coupled with advanced sampling, 
sample preparation and data 
processing methods.  
     In fact, some of the historical 
statistical methods used need to be 
’re-discovered’. Modern exploration 
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geochemistry was born in Africa and may now be re-introduced in 
Africa using the new tools and specialised methods to see through 
cover.  
     Advances in mineral extraction technology means that 
sophisticated small-scale modular processing plants may be 
used during the exploration phase to rapidly assess the resource 
potential of alluvial deposits. In addition, there are modern 
hyperspectral methods that may be used in the indicator mineral 
identification and quantification in airborne, soil, core and chip 
sample applications. Exploration geochemistry is at the dawn 
of a new day of discovery, and the role of the well-qualified, 
experienced geochemist is becoming ever more important. 
     Despite the downturn in mineral exploration over the past 
few years, significant advances have been made with regards 
geophysical exploration methods in airborne, ground and wireline 
geophysical acquisition, as well as in data processing techniques. 
The innovations in airborne methods are particularly relevant to 
exploration in Africa because of the improved depth penetration 
through conductive cover. The airborne methods cover a range 
of techniques such as magnetics, electromagnetics, radiometrics, 
gravity gradiometry and georadar, some of which can be applied 
simultaneously. There have even been advances in an airborne 
induced polarisation (IP) system, a method that has traditionally 
required ground contact.  
     Data processing methods have improved significantly, enabling 
the reprocessing of legacy data using new interpretation and 
modelling techniques. Joint inversions of previously disparate 
data sets are now possible – for example, with gravity and seismic 
arrival time data – resulting in an improvement in resolution, better 
constrained models and reduced uncertainties.  
     Granite-associated uranium and tin deposits occur in Namibia, 
Nigeria and Rwanda-Burundi, tantalum in Ethiopia, graphite 
in Kenya, Tanzania and Mozambique, while the Nubian shield 
represents a different target for gold deposits in Egypt, Eritrea and 
Ethiopia. Both the mobile belts and cratonic areas were intruded 
by carbonatite complexes that were in some instances directly 
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“SRK Consulting’s projects in Africa”

related to rift systems (such as the 
Central African Rift) or extensions of 
ocean floor transform faults onto the 
continent.  
     These carbonatite complexes 
host copper in South Africa, fluorite 
in Namibia, niobium and tantalum in 
Tanzania and Kenya, and phosphate 
and vermiculite deposits in South 
Africa and Uganda, and may form 
important repositories of rare earth 
elements. 
     The stitching together of the 
cratons was responsible for the 
formation of a supercontinent known 
as Gondwanaland; large inter-
continental sediment-filled basins 
formed during the Palaezoic and 
Mesozoic. The best example of this 
is the Karoo basin, with coal seams 

towards the base of the sequence 
(in Botswana, Mozambique, South 
Africa, Tanzania and Zimbabwe) 
but there are also poorer quality 
Mesozoic coal deposits in Egypt, 
Morocco, Nigeria and Senegal. 
     In addition, Palaezoic 
sedimentary uranium deposits occur 
in Chad and South Africa.

TREASURES OF THE AFRICAN 
LAND SURFACE 
Following the breakup of 
Gondwanaland was the formation – 
during the Mesozoic - of probably 
the earth’s oldest preserved land 
surface: the African Land Surface. 
This surface is related to a deep 
and extensive weathering profile 
resulting in pedogenic limestone 

deposits used in the cement industry 
in South Africa, bauxite deposits 
in Cameroon and elsewhere, the 
development of pedogenic high 
grade manganese deposits in 
Gabon and nickel laterite deposits in 
Madagascar.  
     This land surface also acted as a 
staging phase for the redistribution 
and subsequent concentration 
of alluvial diamonds, other 
gemstones and gold in Cameroon, 
Cote d’Ivoire, Madagascar, South 
Africa and various other countries. 
Cenozoic sediments were deposited 
along the coasts of the African 
continent and these host large heavy 
mineral deposits of titanium and 
zirconium in Kenya, Mozambique, 
South Africa and Tanzania, as 
well as marine diamond deposits 
in Namibia and South Africa. 
These sediments also contain 
large phosphorite deposits in 
Egypt, Morocco, South Africa and 
Tunisia. During this period, aeolian 
sediments accumulated as thick 
cover sequences in the Congo and 
Kalahari basins, the Namib desert 
and the vast North African Sahara 
Desert.  
      There are a number of reasons 
why Africa still has extensive 
exploration potential. These 
include the thick cover from deep 
weathering during the Mesozoic, 
with relatively minor denudation 
since then.  Also, there is extensive 
cover formed by Cenozoic 
sediments, and the relatively hostile 
environments in the equatorial forest 
of central Africa and the desert areas 
of the continent have impeded 
exploration efforts.

WHY COULD THAT CHANGE 
NOW? 
There are a number of reasons 
why the potential, present in the 
geological formations described 
above, could now be revealed more 
readily than any time in the past.  
     Large parts of the continent have 
remained relatively inaccessible for 
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exploration companies during the post-colonial period; 
this has improved relatively recently, but security of 
tenure is still one of the biggest concerns. Many regions 
of Africa also remain relatively landlocked; they also lack 
rail, electricity and water infrastructure. 
     In the last six decades, however, there has been 
enormous development in the ability to collect and 
process information. In addition, the sensitivity and 
efficiency of geochemical and geophysical tools has 
been greatly improved, resulting in lower detection 
limits with reduced measurement times. Simultaneously, 
the tools themselves have become much smaller and 
more user-friendly. In addition, remote sensing and 
satellite methodologies now provide accurate geo-
spatial location and multispectral coverage that can be 
integrated with geological, tectonic, geophysical and 
geochemical information. The tools available to the 
modern explorer have become very sophisticated and 
data gathering and interpretation may now be done 
almost in real time.  
     For geochemistry, the biggest advances in field 
equipment have been continuing improvements in the 
portable X-ray fluorescence (XRF) for chemical analysis, 
and in infra-red and near infra-red spectrometry, as well 
as X-ray diffraction tools. If used responsibly – where 
the analyses are based on representative, appropriately 
prepared samples – such instruments can dramatically 
reduce turn-around time on sample analyses, rapid 
redirection of sampling programmes, target selection 
and follow-up exploration.  
     

TECHNOLOGY STILL RELIES ON PROFESSIONAL 
SKILLS 
The greatest challenge facing the modern explorer 
is inadequate training and experience in processing 
and interpreting large data sets, as well as a limited 
understanding of sampling theory, geochemical 
associations, mineral chemistry and the chemical 
processes in the primary ore forming and secondary 
weathering environments. A sound fundamental 
understanding is required before plunging into 
multi-variate statistics, as the new methods provide 
us with multi-element analyses at no additional cost. 
Aspects of geochemical interpretation that require 
serious attention are: differences in the nature of the 
distributions of underlying populations; more than 
one population sampled; auto correlation; the effect 
of closure; and dependence between variables. Also, 
some of the statistical software packages commonly 
used do not indicate the error or weakness in results. 
     It should be remembered, of course, that the 
easy mineral targets have already be found – making 
exploration for new discoveries more challenging. 
This makes the new advances discussed here hugely 

significant, as long as they are coupled with advanced 
sampling, sample preparation and data processing 
methods.  
     In fact, some of the historical statistical methods 
used need to be ’re-discovered’. Modern exploration 
geochemistry was born in Africa and may now be re-
introduced in Africa using the new tools and specialised 
methods to see through cover.  
     Advances in mineral extraction technology means 
that sophisticated small-scale modular processing 
plants may be used during the exploration phase to 
rapidly assess the resource potential of alluvial deposits. 
In addition, there are modern hyperspectral methods 
that may be used in the indicator mineral identification 
and quantification in airborne, soil, core and chip 
sample applications. Exploration geochemistry is at the 
dawn of a new day of discovery, and the role of the well-
qualified, experienced geochemist is becoming ever 
more important. 
      Despite the downturn in mineral exploration 
over the past few years, significant advances have 
been made with regards geophysical exploration 
methods in airborne, ground and wireline geophysical 
acquisition, as well as in data processing techniques. 
The innovations in airborne methods are particularly 
relevant to exploration in Africa because of the 
improved depth penetration through conductive cover. 
The airborne methods cover a range of techniques 
such as magnetics, electromagnetics, radiometrics, 
gravity gradiometry and georadar, some of which can 
be applied simultaneously. There have even been 
advances in an airborne induced polarisation (IP) 
system, a method that has traditionally required ground 
contact.  
     Data processing methods have improved 
significantly, enabling the reprocessing of legacy data 
using new interpretation and modelling techniques. 
Joint inversions of previously disparate data sets are 
now possible – for example, with gravity and seismic 
arrival time data – resulting in an improvement in 
resolution, better constrained models and reduced 
uncertainties. 
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The 650,000 barrel per day 
(bpd) refinery near Lagos, 
set to be Africa’s biggest, 

is expected to boost Nigeria’s 
growth and turn the country from an 
importer of refined products into an 
exporter, transforming global trade 
patterns. Billionaire Aliko Dangote, 
who built his fortune on cement, 
said in July that he hoped to finish 

building the refinery in 2019 and to 
start production in early 2020. 
     However, the sources, who have 
been on the site many times, said 
they do not expect gasoline or 
diesel output before early 2022 and 
even then, many units at the refinery 
and accompanying petrochemical 
plant would not be complete. 
      Dangote Group Executive 

DANGOTE’S HUGE 
NIGERIAN OIL 
REFINERYCOULD START PRODUCTION IN 2022

A huge oil refinery being built in Nigeria by Africa’s richest man is unlikely to 
start production until 2022, two years later than the target date, sources with 
direct knowledge of the matter said.

Director Devakumar Edwin, who 
oversees the project, described 
the suggestion that the refinery is 
unlikely to start production until 
2022 as the product of “someone’s 
wild imagination”. 
     “95 percent of engineering has 
been completed, 90 percent of 
procurement has been completed.” 
     “We started civil works in July last 
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year and we have scheduled 21/2 years for mechanical 
completion,” he said, referring to the point where a 
plant is ready to be handed over for commissioning. 
Dangote, who expects the project to cost $12-14 billion, 
said in July he has raised more than $4.5 billion. 
     “I’ve never seen a refinery of that scale built in two 
years. It’s highly improbable due to the sequence of 
events that need to happen, it cannot be fast-tracked 
safely,” a source advising the Nigerian government 
said. 
     The sources said a refinery on such a scale would 
likely need five years to complete and the piling 
underpinning the plant had only started in the second 
half of last year and would take some more months to 
complete. 
     Extra piling was needed to support the plant’s units 
in the swampy area, causing an unforeseen delay, the 
sources said. Analysts also anticipate delays owing 
to the scale of the project in an area with limited 
infrastructure. 
     “In our forecast, we are putting late 2021 at the 
earliest for some gasoline production but it may slip 
to 2022,” said Gary Still, executive director of CITAC, 
a specialist consulting company focused on African 
downstream energy. 
     Fuel shortages are common in Nigeria, despite the 
country of 180 million people being Africa’s biggest 
oil producer. The existing 445,000 bpd refining system 
operates well below capacity due to corruption and 
lack of investment, leaving the state oil firm to import 
the bulk of its gasoline and gasoil needs paid for with 
cargoes of crude oil. 
     Edwin said in July that more than half the plant’s 
output could be exported after covering domestic 
needs.

TRICKY LOGISTICS 
The plant will be the world’s largest single-train refinery, 
meaning it will have only one crude distillation unit 
(CDU). 
     The government adviser said the CDU would not be 
ready for commissioning until the third or fourth quarter 
of 2021 at the earliest, and that process would take 
about six months. 
     Major pieces of equipment have yet to arrive or are 
still being constructed overseas. 
     A lack of infrastructure to transport and install 
oversized equipment and risks from rainy season storms 
could add unforeseen delays, the government adviser 
said. 
     The refinery project was first announced in 2013 as a 
smaller plant to be finished in 2016. A site move to Lekki 
in Lagos state and a currency crisis caused initial delays.  
     The first producing unit of the fertilizer plant at 
the same site is complete but the pipeline that was 
supposed to bring its key input, natural gas, is not 
finished, meaning that the end-year start would also be 
missed, two of the sources said.
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In 2012, Turkana gained further 
prominence after the Government 
of Kenya announced the discovery 
of commercially viable oil reserves at 
the Ngamia-1 well. The find was the 
culmination of exploration efforts 
that began in the 1950s when British 
Petroleum and Shell drilled several 
wells in the coastal Lamu Basin.      
     The discovery of substantial oil 
and gas reserves provides significant 
development opportunities for 

Greasing the wheels of 
KENYA’S NASCENT OIL & GAS SECTOR

For anyone interested in 
unravelling the intricacies of 
mankind’s evolution, Kenya’s 
remote northern Turkana 
County remains a researcher’s 
paradise. For several decades, 
the region has been the scene 
of significant archaeological 
discoveries that have earned 
it the Cradle of Mankind 
moniker.

Kenya and other countries. 
     Cognizant that exploration and 
production carry environmental and 
health risks, the Kenyan government 
is keen to put in place necessary 
safeguards. 
     The oil and gas industry is one of 
the largest greenhouse gas emitters 
particularly of methane, which is at 
least 84 times more harmful than 
carbon dioxide. Yet as countries 
and the global community transition 

towards low carbon, and green 
economies, global energy demand 
will remain dependent on fossil fuels 
for at least the next three decades. 
     Kenya’s nascent oil and gas 
industry faces several environmental 
management challenges. These 
include lack of institutional capacity, 
infrastructure, finance, land access, 
legal and regulatory frameworks 
among others. As the country gears 
up to export its oil and gas, it is 
important to enhance transparency 
and accountability, put in place 
sound environmental management 
measures and legislative and 
regulatory frameworks. 
     In May 2018, UN Environment, 
with support from the Government 
of Norway, organized a four-day 
training event on Promoting Sound 
Environmental Management in Oil 
and Gas Exploration and Production 
for Kenyan government officials and 
representatives of the civil society 
and private sector. Officials from 
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ministries, agencies of national and local governments 
attended the training. The event was aimed at 
enhancing the participant’s understanding of oil and 
gas exploration and production and raising awareness 
about related environmental issues. 
     Kenya is no stranger to oil-related disasters. Between 
1988 and 2013 it experienced five oil spills in Mombasa 
County. Call it happenstance, when one day after the 
training an oil spill occurred in the Kibarani area. The 
incident saw five cargo wagons derailed and discharge 
about 68,000 litres of oil to the ground. 
     “When the oil spill happened in Kibarani, we had 
just finished our training and had an opportunity to 
immediately put into practice the knowledge acquired 
from the experienced technical experts”, said Kenya 
Maritime Authority Environmental Officer Michael 
Mbaru who was involved in managing the incident. 
     “I think there is also another missing link. We lack 
the necessary technical capacity to respond to onshore 
and offshore chemical spills related to the oil and gas 
industry”, said Mbaru. 
     To meet the broad range of challenges that 
emerging oil and gas producing countries face, UN 
Environment has developed a series of training courses 
within the framework of the Oil for Development 
programme. 
     “Without adequate environmental safeguards, oil 
and gas development can cause widespread air, water 
and soil pollution and adversely impact public health. 
Oil and gas exploration and production activities 
involve a range of chemicals, including explosives 
and radioactive substances. Related excavation 
activities also produce hazardous waste materials and 

greenhouse gas emissions.” 
     “All of these can pose significant threats to the 
environment and human health, especially if they are 
mismanaged and adequate safeguards are not put in 
place,” said Marisol Estrella, Programme Coordinator of 
UN Environment’s disaster risk reduction work. 
     Since 2016 UN Environment and the Government 
of Norway have been collaborating to strengthen 
environmental management in the oil and gas sectors 
in 14 countries, including Kenya. Norway’s Oil for 
Development programme is a five-year initiative, which 
aims at reducing environmental risks associated with 
development of hydrocarbon resources through the 
provision of technical assistance, partnerships and 
capacity building. 
     On 19 July 2018, the Oil for Development 
programme will organize a webinar aimed at 
highlighting key environmental considerations related 
to oil and gas exploration and production. The forum 
targets practitioners in the oil and gas sector including 
policymakers, civil society, academia and the public.
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Analysts have projected a growth 
forecast of 5.9 per cent in 2018 
on average and 6.1 percent in 
2019. The region registered an 
average growth rate of 5.6 per 
cent in 2017 (making East Africa 
the fastest growing sub-region) 
and 4.9 per cent in 2016.

East African nations have maintained 
their attractiveness to foreign 
investments, taking the shine from 
Africa’s largest economies such as 
South Africa and Nigeria, which 
continue to falter economically.
     Bolstered by increasing 
investments in infrastructure such 
as roads, rail, energy, ports and 
airports, the East African nations 
of Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda and 
Ethiopia have enjoyed growth rates 
of at least 5 percent over the past 
decade. Findings in oil and gas have 
added an impetus to their growth 
prospects. Analysts have projected 
a growth forecast of 5.9 percent in 
2018 on average and 6.1 percent 
in 2019. The region registered an 
average growth rate of 5.6 percent 
in 2017 (making East Africa the 
fastest growing sub-region) and 4.9 
percent in 2016.
     Kenya, Ethiopia and to some 
extent, Tanzania, have especially 
seen an upsurge in investments from 
consumer goods’ manufacturing 
firms. This has positioned the 
manufacturing sector as one of the 
leading contributors to the region’s 
average real GDP growth of 39 
percent in 2017, according to the 
African Development Bank.
     In May this year, it was reported 
that Nissan Motors plans to 
establish a vehicle assembly plant 
in Kenya, boosting the country’s 

vision of becoming a regional 
auto-manufacturing hub. In just two 
years, German car manufacturer, 
Volkswagen set up a car assembly 
line for its Polo hatchback in Thika, 
50 kilometres outside Nairobi. 
     Peugeot, a French auto-maker
also announced a similar plan to 
set-up a car assembly line in Kenya. 
Ethiopia, which recorded the highest 
growth rate in East Africa of 8.1 
percent in 2017, has been a key 
hotspot for foreign investments in 
its industrial sector, especially textile 
and apparels production. Foreign 
direct investment in the textile 
industry alone has risen to US$
36.8 billion in 2016/17 period 
from US $166.5 million in 2013/14 
period according to the Ethiopian 
Investment Commission (EIC). In 
the past decade, investors from 
countries such as China, India and 
Turkey have led the pack to invest in 
the country of 100 million people,
with their counterparts in the US and 
Europe following suit. The country 
is now ripe for further investments 
after the new government  
announced it would allow private 
and foreign investors to invest in 
key sectors of the economy such as 
transport and logistics, telecoms and 
airlines.
     In recent years, Tanzania has  
attracted major investments in its 
mining, oil and gas sectors. Other 
sectors that have attracted foreign 
investments include the agricultural 
sector (coffee, cashew nuts and 
tobacco) and the infrastructure 
sector. Significant investment in 
major infrastructure projects such as 
the standard gauge railway linking 
Dar es Salaam with Mwanza, the 
2100 MW Stiegler’s Gorge hydro 

power project, the Bagamoyo port
development and the Hoima-Tanga 
pipeline linking Uganda’s Lake 
Albert oil fields to the Tanzanian port 
of Tanga, are also likely to maintain 
the momentum of Tanzania’s  
economic growth.
     Generally, the low labour costs 
compared to other countries such as 
China or in the more industrialised 
nations have made countries such as 
Kenya, Tanzania and Ethiopia more
attractive investment destinations in 
recent years.
     A recent Working Paper by The 
Centre for Global Development 
(CGD), noted that the “general level 
of prices in Ethiopia is below the 
level in India and comparable to that 
of in Bangladesh.” With labour costs 
rising at a faster pace in countries 
such as China, large industrial  
firms are increasingly exploring 
opportunities for production outside 
their own territory or even Asia. This 
has made the East African nations a 
sweet spot for investment flows.
     However, numerous challenges 
such as poor and deficient 
infrastructure, burdensome customs 
procedures, among others, stand 
in the way of their attractiveness to 
investment and of the promising 
GDP growth rates. In Kenya, for 
instance, poor roads in rural areas 
and some urban areas impact 
negatively on transportation or 
distribution of products. Another 
major challenge is the unreliable or 
erratic electricity supplies. This raises 
costs of production and industries 
are forced to resort to expensive 
diesel-powered generators to 
continue their production.

East Africa 
TOPS INVESTMENT 
HUBS IN AFRICA

Industry Insight
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T
he company filed for 
an amended PFS for its 
Buckreef gold mine project, 
as a replacement to its 

technical report filed in May 2017. 
The updated PFS revealed that 
approximately 822,000 ounces of 
gold is expected to be produced 
over the life of the mine. 
     “We are delighted with the 
results of this independent 
prefeasibility study. We have 
faithfully and continually pursued 
our goals at Buckreef and this study 
clearly indicates the value of the 
Buckreef project,” said James E. 
Sinclair, executive chairman. 
     The company announced that 
ore will be mined from four open 
pits and then sent for processing 
at a plant located at Buckreef. It is 
planned that the plant will achieve 
gold recovery of 92.3 percent and 85 
percent for the oxides and sulfides 
material, respectively, over the 
duration of the project. As outlined 

Production at  
TANZANIA’S BUCKREEF GOLD 
MINE PROJECT TO INCREASE

Tanzanian Royalty Exploration has updated the prefeasibility study (PFS) for 
its Buckreef gold mine project, revealing that it could potentially support a 
1.5-million-tonne-a-year mine for 16 years.

in the PFS, the project’s estimated 
initial capital outlay for the 
earthmoving equipment, processing 
plant and related infrastructure will 
be about US$76.5-million, which 
includes a 15 percent contingency 
with sustaining costs of US$22.95-
million over throughout the project. 
     “We anticipate even more 
reserves to become known after 
implementing the planned close-
spaced grade control drilling 
program. The plan will enable us to 
determine the gold reserves which 
exist in excess of what is known from 
the PFS at this time,” Sinclair noted 
     The average cash operating costs 
for the life-of-mine should come in 
around US$735 per ounce of gold 
with the after-tax project net present 
value at approximately US$130.96-
million and the internal rate of return 
(IRR) at 74 percent. The simple 
payback period for the project is 
estimated at four years. One item 
the PFS does not address is the 

mineral resources at depth, but the 
company noted that the proven and 
probable ounces reported are only 
from the open pit designs and that 
the company intends to employ 
additional drilling and analysis to 
upgrade the inferred material into 
higher categories and to further 
define the prospects at depth. 
     According to acting CEO Jeffrey 
Duval, the mining and processing 
components are simple, straight-
forward operations that use 
common earthmoving methods 
and equipment. Duval also added 
that the company’s planned state-
of-the-art plant design makes use 
of standard gravity/carbon-in-leach 
plant technology, which is currently 
being used worldwide. 
     As per Duval’s statements, 
the PFS confirms everything the 
company has known about its 
Buckreef project, and it is gratified 
by the mineral reserves officially 
defined in the PFS.
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Country Manager for Sovereign 
Services Limited, Andries Kruger 
said exploration is underway 
which includes conducting various 
technical studies to evaluate the 
viability of the Graphite Project in 
the area. 
     Sovereign Services Limited is an 
Australian publicly listed company 
that has proposed the development 
of an open graphite mine at 
Malingunde located directly north of 
Kamuzu Dam II, within the proximity 
of Kumalindi, Ndumila and Kumbale 
villages. 
     Among other aspects, Kruger 
said the feasibility study will consider 
the resettlement planning process 
for people who will be displaced 
if Sovereign Metals decides to 
proceed with the project mid-2019. 
     He said once the Ministry 
of Lands, Housing and Urban 
Development has approved the 
project, discussions would be held 
with each household in the area to 
confirm their assets, agree on the 
compensation package and sign a 
compensation certificate. 
     “If resettlement is required, the 
earliest time when people are likely 
to be moved is in 2020. However, 
communities are encouraged to 
continue with their normal lives and 
activities, and can cultivate their 
fields during the upcoming season,” 
he said. 
     According to the Sovereign 
Metals Services Limited country 
manager, the economic scoping 
study was completed in mid-2017 

Feasibility studies under way 

FOR THE MALINGUNDE 
GRAPHITE PROJECT
Feasibility studies are underway to determine the viability of a Graphite mine in 
Malingunde, Traditional Authority Masumbankhunda in Lilongwe District.

while the pre-feasibility study (PFS) completion is scheduled end of August 
2018, after which the company will commence a definitive feasibility study 
(DFS). 
     “A decision on whether it is viable to develop a graphite mine at 
Malingunde will only be taken around mid-2019 once the DFS has been 
completed,” Kruger said. 
     Currently, Sovereign Metals Services is also conducting an environmental 
and social impact assessment (ESIA), as a requirement by the Environment 
Management Act (No 19 of 2017). 
     “A number of environmental specialists have been undertaking fieldwork 
in the area since 2017 in support of the ESIA process,” commented Kruger. 
      He said the aim of the activities was to gather baseline data on 
environmental and social conditions in the project area which will have a 
bearing in determining the potential impact that a mining operation may 
have in the area. Director of Mines, Jalf Salima said Sovereign Services 
Limited had noticed significant amount of graphite during its feasibility study 
which suggests Malingunde might have a mining company after further 
studies have been conducted. 
     Salima said the Department of Mining is working closely with Sovereign 
Services Limited to ensure that all the necessary steps are taken before 
issuing a mining license. 
     “This is an important project and a lot of pertinent factors have to be 
taken into consideration before issuing the license, if it will be issued. That 
means the project will commence in 2020,” he said. 
     The Malingunde Graphite Project will be located approximately 15 
kilometers (km) southwest of Malawi’s capital city, Lilongwe.
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The company’s key objective during 
phase one will be to establish 
infrastructure and its market position 
in preparation for an expansion that 
will come in stage two. 
     Stage one is based on a mining 
and processing plant throughput 
rate of 400,000 tonnes of ore per 
year, with the intention of producing 
an average of 23,700 tonnes per year 
of graphite products. 
     According to a press release from 
the company, project development 
approvals and funding initiatives 
for stage one are well underway 
and first ore production is expected 
to take place 12 months into the 
development schedule. 
     The study anticipates an average 
free-on-board (FOB) operating cost 
of US$664 per tonne, with startup 
capital estimated at US$31.8 million. 
Stage one’s pre-tax NPV is US$18.6 
million at a 10-percent discount, and 
its pre-tax IRR is 21 percent. 
     The payback period for stage 
one is pegged at 4.4 years, and 
total earnings before interest, tax, 
depreciation and amortization are 
set at US$93.6 million over the 
stage’s seven-year span. 
     Volt is currently finishing the final 
binding offtake agreements for 
stage one’s annual production, and a 

VOLT RESOURCES 
CONTINUES TO MAKE 
PROGRESS 
with its Bunyu graphite project in Tanzania

definitive feasibility study for stage two is lined up to happen simultaneously 
with stage one work. 
     Volt CEO Trevor Matthews discussed the completion of the feasibility 
study in a statement, explaining the company’s decision behind developing 
Bunyu through a two-stage process. “The stage 1 feasibility study is another 
important step forward in Volt’s plan to become one of the top three global 
producers of natural flake graphite,” he said. 
     “Following a detailed strategic review of product markets and financial 
markets, in May 2017 Volt announced a clear pathway to transition the 
company into a globally significant producer of material quantities of high 
quality graphite products. It was decided that this accelerated pathway 
would be achieved via the development of the Bunyu project over two 
stages,” Matthews added. 
     Volt’s Tanzanian subsidiary, Volt Graphite Tanzania, also completed several 
tasks during the feasibility study, such as completing the environmental and 
social impact study, lodging two mining license applications and completing 
a resettlement action plan.

Volt Resources released a feasibility study for stage one development at its 
flagship Bunyu graphite project in Tanzania end of July this year. 
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The SA platinum industry has come 
under tremendous pressure from 
flat prices for most of the metals it 
produces and costs rising faster than 
it can control or than the money it 
earns from production. 
      Impala Platinum and Lonmin, 
two of the world’s largest platinum 
miners, are undergoing extensive 
restructuring to cut jobs — a 
combined tally of nearly 30,000 
people over the next two or three 
years — and close old, unprofitable 
shafts. 

ROYAL BAFOKENG  
PLATINUM ON TRACK 
with first phase of game-changing 
mechanised mine project

Royal Bafokeng 
Platinum (RBPlat) 
is closing in on 
completing the first 
phase of a large, new, 
mechanised mine that 
will change its cost 
structure, allowing it to 
ride out the prevailing 
weakness in the 
platinum price.

The Styldrift mine, which cost about R11bn to build, is focusing on platinum-
dominant ore, but CEO Steve Phiri said the cost of the mechanised mining 
methods in the new, shallow and modern mine would be 15% below that of 
RBPlat’s other mine, the Bafokeng Rasimone Platinum Mine. The mine will 
reach steady state production in the fourth quarter of 2018. 
     The newly bought concentrator at the neighbouring Maseve mine that 
was mothballed by its Canadian owners, Platinum Group Metals, would be 
commissioned a few months earlier, further reducing the costs of processing 
the metal by not having to transport it to the Bafokeng metals complex. 
     Styldrift had generated R400m towards its own capital expenditure in 
the first half of the year to end-June because all the development work was 
being done on the reef, allowing for early cash flows to ease the financial 
burden of paying for the project, said CFO Martin Prinsloo, who is leaving 
RBPlat.
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Situated at Skorpion Zinc mine 
near Rosh Pinah, the new lab is 
strategically placed to answer 
a growing call for world class 
condition monitoring services 
in the region, particularly in the 
burgeoning mining and construction 
industries.  
     The lab is open to any industry 
requiring used oil analysis and other 
reliability solutions services.  It is fully 
equipped with the latest instruments 
and technology and is backed by its 
own uninterrupted power supply. To 
enable maintenance managers to 
make quick decisions, the lab offers 
24-hour sample turnaround time. 
     A second Namibian WearCheck 
laboratory has provided condition 
monitoring services to the Husab 
Uranium Project since 2016.  Swakop 
Uranium, owners of the mining 
operation, awarded WearCheck a 
contract to supply and operate an 
on-site laboratory. 
     WearCheck MD Neil Robinson 
is determined to make world class 
condition monitoring services 
as accessible as possible to 
industrial operations on the African 
continent. ‘The learning curve for 
equipping and operating a remote 
laboratory has been a steep one, 
however every project is a learning 
experience and with each new 
laboratory, the implementation 
process is bettered. 
     ‘As industry needs evolve, we are 
constantly redesigning our labs to 

WEARCHECK  
opens second Namibian lab
WearCheck’s newest laboratory is officially open in southern Namibia, bringing 
to 16 the number of laboratories that the company operates in nine countries 
around Africa and beyond.

present reliability solutions in areas 
which previously seemed almost 
impossible to imagine having a 
world-class laboratory present.’ 
     Offering a wide range of 
condition monitoring services for 
the mining sector - including used 
oil analysis - WearCheck Namibia is 
available for use by other industries, 
such as quarrying, industrial, 
transport and shipping operations. 
     In addition to two in Namibia, 
WearCheck’s labs can be found 
in South Africa (six), Zambia (two) 
and one each in Zimbabwe, DRC, 
Mozambique, Ghana, Dubai and 
India.

The instruments for WearCheck’s newest 
laboratory are carefully packed and secured 
before transportation from Durban to Namibia. 
Diagnostic manager John Evans (left) and 
laboratory manager Meshach Govender conduct 
a final inspection before the boxes leave Durban.

WearCheck Namibia is situated at Skorpion Zinc mine site, about 25km north of the town of Rosh Pinah 
and can be contacted via email: leandras@wearcheck.co.za or telephone +264 81 229-6926

WearCheck Namibia is open for business! 
Laboratory manager Leandra Smith is standing 
by to process used oil samples and other 
condition monitoring services for industrial 
operations in the southern Namibia region.
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MINING INDABA CONFIRMS 

PRESIDENT OF GHANA  
as Keynote speaker for  
25th Anniversary celebration in 2019

As one of the major mining centres on the African 
continent, this presents delegates with an excellent 
opportunity to hear about the future of Mining in 
Ghana and the firm intention of H.E. President Akufo-
Addo to ensure that the government is fully committed 
to promoting the expansion of local and international 
value chains that would benefit small producers and 
entrepreneurs from Ghana and the rest of the African 
continent.  

His Excellency Nana Akufo-Addo, the 

President of Ghana, will speak at the 

2019 Investing in African Mining Indaba, 

which will be taking over the Cape Town 

International Convention Centre from 4-7 

February for its biggest event yet – its 25th 

anniversary celebration!
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     Since its inception in 1994, Mining Indaba 
has grown from a small conference to one of the 
most highly anticipated events in the industry, 
welcoming mining professionals from all over the 
world each year. From connecting African mining 
companies with leading investors to providing 
a platform for important industry discussions, 
Mining Indaba has supported the long term 
growth of mining across the continent.  
     In 2018 a fresh revamp of branding and 
direction brought the focus back to Mining 
Indaba’s role as a deal-making forum, with a 15% 
increase in overall attendance and 47% more 
mining executives. New elements of the event 
such as the Junior Mining Showcase and re-
developed Sustainable Development day created 
platforms designed to explore unique aspects of 
the mining industry, which was well-received by 
attending delegates.  
     Renewed positivity around commodity 
prices and the mining industry also added to an 
atmosphere of excitement at the event, which 
went on to win ‘Best large scale event’ at the 2018 
Conference Awards this summer.  
     The 25th anniversary in 2019 will build on the 
hype of last year’s success and is expected to 
feature a host of exciting initiatives to celebrate 
25 years of progress in African mining including a 
themed afterparty, historical timeline wall of past 
Indabas and a publicly nominated ‘Top 25 at 25’ 
competition to showcase the 25 most influential 
people in mining over the last 25 years.  
     Director of Content Harry Chapman 

FOR MORE 
INFORMATION 
CONTACT: 
E: marketing@miningindaba.com

T: +44 207 779 8890

MINING INDABA

A division of Euromoney Trading ltd

8 Bouverie Street, London, EC4Y 8AX

commented on these plans saying: “We are quickly 
becoming more than just a conference - we are here to 
support your businesses. As a team we also have a long-
term, laser sharp focus in driving investment into African 
mining and actively contributing to Africa’s sustainable 
economic growth, to help your business thrive.”

Register online for Mining Indaba 2019 before 
2 September  to save money with the super 
earlybird rate and celebrate 25 years of progress 
in African Mining.  
www.miningindaba.com 



Mining has been described in 
some quarters as a ‘search 
and destroy mission’. The 

search for precious minerals like 
gold, diamond and bauxite has 
devastating consequences on the 
environment, especially farm and 
forest lands as well as water-bodies 
when the extractive activity is not 
engineered properly.      
     Environmental degradation 
emanating from mining is a common 
spectacle across host mining areas 
in the country. Farmlands and forest 
reserves – running into thousands of 
hectares – as well as water-bodies 
have been destroyed. The situation 

Gold mining and trading in Ghana started somewhere in the seventh century. The then-
Gold Coast produced about 35% of the world’s total gold production between 1493-
1600. Ghana’s mining industry accounts for 5-10% of GDP and 45% of total exports. In 
the face of the mining industry’s economic contribution, one cannot be oblivious of the 
gargantuan environmental cost to society.

has severely damaged these 
environmental variables, causing 
them to lose their socioeconomic 
value. The onus is now on the state 
to fund reclamation of destroyed 
farm and forest lands. 
     Illegal miners are the worst 
culprits in the web of vast 
environmental destruction. They 
had the leeway to mine without 
any obligation to reclaim the 
disturbed lands. Some other 
regularized mining firms (small-scale 
& large-scale) were also culpable 
of environmental destruction; they 
failed to follow proper reclamation 
programmes for restoring the 

NEWMONT AHAFO MINE 
RECLAMATION... 
A project worth emulating

disturbed lands. 
     Contrary to the awful mining 
practices that have ravaged the 
environment for centuries, Newmont 
Ahafo Mine has adopted a 
concurrent reclamation programme 
to recuperate the disturbed land 
within its concession in the Brong 
Ahafo Region. 
     The Ahafo Mine became part of 
the Newmont portfolio following 
the acquisition of Normandy in 
2002. In 2003, Newmont brought its 
geologist to Ghana to evaluate the 
Ahafo property with the intention 
of selling it. After six months of 
work, the geologist, Cindy Williams, 
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advised the company not to sell it – 
because of its rich ore deposit. 
     The revelation by the geologist 
informed an aggressive drilling 
programme by Newmont, moving 
Ahafo’ s initial ore reserves from 3.3 
million ounces to about 17 million 
ounces in 2006 when it poured the 
first gold. The company has since 
not looked back, producing five 
million ounces in the first 10 years.

NEWMONT AHAFO MINE 
CONCURRENT RECLAMATION 
PROGRAMME 
Concurrently, the company rolled 
out its reclamation programme 
around 2009; ultimately, it is aimed 
at establishing a post-closure land-
use scenario. The programme is to 
ensure that lands are left in a ‘stable 
condition’ that minimizes long-term 
environmental impact and complies 
with regulatory requirements, legal 
commitments and Newmont’s 
standards across its operational 
areas in the world. 
     The concurrent reclamation 
(reclaiming inactive disturbed areas 
alongside active operation of the 
mine at large) comprises three main 
activities: civil works (placement 
of soil on areas stabilized with 
heavy equipment like bulldozers, 
hydraulic excavators and tipper-
tucks); planting vegetative cover 
(grass and tree-seedlings) to restore 
vegetation; and maintenance of 
the established vegetation (erosion 
control measures, replacement of 
dead seedlings) to achieve desired 
final land use of afforestation and 
agriculture. 
     Prior to commencement of the 
mine in 2006, a baseline study 
of existing vegetation within the 
enclave of the mine was undertaken 
and a database of the plants and 
crops was created from which 
plant-selection for reclamation 
activities is done. The planted trees 
comprise indigenous and exotic 
species. They include Ofram, Akyee, 
Oprono (indigenous) and Mahogany, 
Glyricidia, Cassia (exotic). 

ENGINEERING PROCESS 
Before construction works are 
carried out on a particular tract 
of land, the vegetation is cleared 
and growth media (topsoil & 
subsoil) salvaged and stockpiled 
for reclamation activities. Sources 
say a total of 1.0 metre of soil is 
placed on land being reclaimed, 
comprising 0.70m of subsoil and 
0.30m of topsoil to facilitate growth 
of established vegetation. This ratio 
is believed to be mimicking the 
natural soil profile that contributes 
to the success of natural forest and 
agriculture practice. 
     The topography of reclaimed 
areas has been created in gentle 
slope hills. Mr. Anthony Loh, 
Environment Manager-Newmont 
Ahafo Mine, in an interview 
explained: “The design of waste 
rock dumps is done in accordance 
with mining & environmental 
regulations and permits granted to 
the mine or its operations. Within 
20 to 25 kilometres away from the 
waste rock disposal facilities are hills 
which make the existing maximum 
waste dump heights blend in very 
well with the natural topography of 
the area”. 
     My understanding is that the 
period for reclaiming a particular 
piece of disturbed land varies, 
depending on the size, terrain/
facility and closure concept for 
a specific area. An area is only 
deemed to have been reclaimed 
successfully when it passes the 
criteria (including land use success 
stage) specified in the Reclamation 
Security Agreement with the 
Environmental Protection Authority 
(EPA). 
     Besides personnel of Newmont 
who are entrusted with the 
responsibility of ensuring success 
of the reclamation programme, 
consultants and researchers 
also provide additional support. 
Regulatory institutions such as the 
Minerals Commission and EPA 
periodically conduct mandatory 
inspections, coupled with the 

company’s annual ‘Beyond The 
Mine’ publication which keeps the 
public abreast on progress of the 
reclamation programme. 
     So far, Newmont Ahafo 
Reclamation has meticulously 
covered about 143 hectares out 
of reclaimable land disturbance of 
1,143 hectares. Newmont spends 
an average of US$57,000 on 
every hectare of reclaimed land. 
Meanwhile, the company as at the 
close of December 2017 posted with 
the EPA a total reclamation bond 
of US$101,688,393.57 – covering 
both surface and underground 
operations. 
     The reclaimed land after all the 
processes will be relinquished to 
the government of Ghana, subject 
to certification for all the success 
criteria stipulated in the reclamation 
security agreement with the EPA.
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PRIORITISING THE 
OIL, GAS & ENERGY 
TRANSFORMATION DEBATE 
in Sub-Saharan Africa

According to the IEA, the electrification rate in sub-Saharan Africa is currently just 43%. 
It is clear that greater action must be taken to achieve the international community’s 
goals of universal electricity access by 2030. There are a number of key challenges 
facing the transformation of the sector, however, developments are happening across 
the continent.
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From the 1st to the 3rd of October 
2018, high level delegates who are 
dedicated to advancing future oil, 
gas and energy solutions for the 
continent, will come together to 
share learnings and discuss potential 
solutions, at the Future Energy Africa 
Oil & Gas Exhibition & Conference, 
taking place at the Cape Town 
International Convention Centre 
(CTICC2).

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA’S ENERGY 
OUTLOOK 
Sub-Saharan Africa currently has a 
total installed generation capacity of 
122 gigawatts (GW), and accounts 
for 4.5 percent of global primary 
energy demand (619 million tonnes 
of oil equivalent) according to the 
IEA’s 2017 report. Three-quarters of 
the generated capacity is fossil fuel-
based, with coal accounting for 35 
percent. Renewables make up about 
a quarter of total capacity, with 
large-scale hydropower accounting 
for the bulk. 
     Half the region’s primary demand 
is for solid biomass for mainly 
household cooking, while coal and 
oil meet a third of the demand. 
South Africa has the largest demand 
for coal for power generation while 
roughly 2 million barrels of oil per 
day is evenly distributed across the 
region. Renewables contribute 18 
percent, and natural gas around 4 
percent.

ENERGY TRANSFORMATION ON 
THE CONTINENT 
“Access to energy is critical for 
Africa’s development, which is 
why it forms one of five priorities 
for the African Development 
Bank”, says Fred Kabanda, Chief 
Oil Sector Regulatory Officer, 
African Natural Resources Centre, 
African Development Bank, Cote 
d’Ivoire. “With power, the other 
four priorities: Feeding Africa; 
Industrialising Africa; Integrating 
Africa; and Improving the quality 
of life for the people of Africa, will 
be fulfilled. If the extractives are 
managed well, they will contribute 

to meeting all five of the AfDB’s 
priorities.” 
     Extractives (oil, gas and mineral) 
resources currently contribute over 
70% of the electricity generated 
in Africa. For countries using 
coal as a main energy source, 
there is a need to use improved 
technology to reduce pollution 
effects. With the cost of renewable 
energy technologies decreasing, 
it makes sense for Sub-Saharan 
leaders to focus on energy efficient 
technologies as a means to deliver 
power to their people. Extractives 
however, still have a role to play 
on the continent. Natural gas is 
emerging as a popular clean energy 
source, as are renewables like solar, 
wind and hydro, which will continue 
to significantly rely on minerals for 
manufacture of the required parts 
for the electricity generation. 
     “While extractives will still be 
important in Africa’s electricity 
future, there may need to be 
more emphasis on environmental 
aspects,”says Kabanda. “Many 
African Countries have recently 
discovered extractive resources, and 
they are planning on using these 
resources to generate electricity and 
other products for themselves and 
their neighbours.”

ENABLING INNOVATION 
Innovation in this sector is needed 
for both on and off-grid solutions, 
and there are many opportunities 
for private independent power 
producers to accelerate supply 
across Sub-Saharan Africa. The 
regulatory environment needs to be 

addressed however, and an enabling 
environment supported by the right 
policies, infrastructure, planning and 
incentives must be fostered. 
     Kabanda says that The African 
Development Bank supports the 
private sector by financing them 
when they have viable projects. “The 
population growth coupled with the 
steady economic growth continues 
to create demand for energy in 
Africa. Governments have different 
priorities and where private sector 
is able to play a role, they have 
been encouraged in many African 
Countries. This has led to many IPPs 
investing in Africa’s electricity sector. 
The governments will need to create 
a conducive investment climate to 
continue attracting the IPPs. On 
the other hand, IPPs must continue 
to produce power using energy 
sources and technologies that can 
avail affordable power tariffs for the 
countries.”

POWERING THE CONVERSATION 
As Sub-Saharan Africa moves 
towards a low carbon energy 
future, events such as the Future 
Energy Africa Oil & Gas Exhibition 
& Conference 2018 are providing 
valuable forums for the international 
oil, gas and future energy industry 
to debate the issues directly with 
Africa’s leaders. Projected to 
attract over 1,500 trade visitors, 
100+ exhibiting companies, 120+ 
conference and technical speakers 
and 300+ delegates, the three-day 
event promises to be a valuable 
platform for interactive networking 
and knowledge exchange.
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If funded, the projects could add up 
to 150 megawatts of solar capacity 
and 275,000 connections across 
21 countries, including Cameroon, 
Cape Verde, the Democratic 
Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, Ghana, 
Haiti, India and Kenya, said Odyssey. 
     Around 50 developers have listed 
projects on the Odyssey platform, 
with individual project values 
ranging from $40,000 to $3 million. 
     To speed up the funding of these 
projects, Odyssey is looking to roll 
them into portfolio offerings and 
at the same time provide mini-grid 
structured financing facilities, said 
CEO and co-founder Emily McAteer.  
      Odyssey will soon be announcing 
“a major financing facility” in 
Nigeria, she said. “Our goal is 
to make it very easy for project 
developers to get the donor money 
that’s available, participate in these 
financing facilities and get money 
moving in the sector.”  
     McAteer started Odyssey along 
with co-founder Cathy Zoi, the 
current CEO of EVgo and former 
Assistant Secretary for Energy 
Efficiency and Renewable Energy at 
the U.S. Department of Energy, after 
running SunEdison’s Frontier Power 
mini-grid business. 
     Odyssey said mini-grids are 
the least-cost option for bringing 
electricity to more than 70 percent 
of the 1 billion people worldwide 
living without access to power. 
     Up to 200,000 mini-grids will 
be needed to lift these people, 
most of whom live in rural areas in 
sub-Saharan Africa and Asia, out 
of energy poverty, according to 
Odyssey. New projects are being 

added to the Odyssey platform 
every day, McAteer said. 
     Funding them is hard, though, 
because of their size and risk 
profile. Most investors are looking 
to fund $3 million to $5 million on 
single projects that have a clearly 
defined risk profile, said McAteer. 
This makes it easy to strike deals 
without spending too much on due 
diligence. 
     Mini-grid deals, on the other 
hand, involve a lot of research for 
a relatively small investment, which 
puts off traditional investors. 
     Odyssey aims to overcome this 
problem by providing all the due 
diligence data that investors need 
and making it easy to combine 
individual projects into larger 
investment portfolios. “That’s 
something that’s been really hard to 
do without software,” said McAteer. 
     The data on projects includes 
how much concessionary money 
is required, versus commercial 
capital. Some of Odyssey’s projects 
are commercially viable, but others 
require grant money for investors to 
reach a reasonable internal rate of 
return (IRR).   
     For each project, investors can 
see how much grant money, debt 
and developer and investor equity 
might be required. In addition 
to investors, Odyssey works with 
donors and development finance 
institutions. 
     “We are seeing, particularly in 
West Africa, projects that are really 
promising and have high projected 
IRRs and decent paybacks,” said 
McAteer. Such projects would 
make sense for investors wanting to 

expand energy access but also make 
returns, she said. 
     Odyssey’s big mini-grid selloff 
comes amid growing interest in 
the off-grid energy sector. In sub-
Saharan Africa, mini-grids have 
received more than $250 million 
in committed public debt, as part 
of more than $4 billion in total 
investment.  
      Most of this money has come 
from the Green Climate Fund and 
the African Development Bank. 
     In September 2016, Deutsche 
Bank launched its Universal Green 
Energy Access Program through the 
Green Climate Fund, which seeks to 
mobilize $3.5 billion in debt finance 
by 2030, including building over 
10,000 solar mini-grids across the 
region. 
     In subsequent months, the 
African Development Bank led 
funding rounds and partnerships 
totaling over $160 million committed 
to mini-grid focused energy access 
efforts. The ADB’s New Deal on 
Energy for Africa is targeting billions 
more toward 75 million new off-grid 
connections by 2025. 
     Odyssey itself has attracted 
a range of big-name investors, 
including the Shell Foundation, 
Factor[e] Ventures, the Dutch 
DOEN Foundation, the United 
States Agency for International 
Development’s Power Africa 
program, and the U.K. Department 
for International Development. 
     If its plan for easy-to-invest mini-
grids takes off, there could be a lot 
more money going around in the 
future.

ODYSSEY ENERGY  
SEEKS $500M 

to build out pipeline of 550 mini-grids across Africa

Odyssey Energy Solutions, a Colorado-based renewable energy investment platform, is seeking 
$500 million for a pipeline of 550 mini-grids across Africa, Asia and Latin America
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Salma Okonkwo, the head of the 
UBI Group, a multi-million-dollar 
oil and gas company, is building 
Ghana’s largest solar farm. It is due 
to open in March 2019, supplying 
100 megawatts of energy. 
     As an emerging market, Africa 
needs adequate electricity to 
support industrialisation and 
development. The 48-year-old 
entrepreneur Salma Okonkwo is one 
of the few women heading an oil 
and gas company. Her UBI Group is 
the first indigenous, fully integrated 
downstream petroleum company 
in Ghana and the West African sub-
region. She is now expanding her 
reach across Ghana’s energy industry 
by building what could be one of 
Africa’s largest solar power farms, 
calling it Blue Power Energy. 
     Blue Power Energy is an energy 
service company specialising in 
renewable energy. It is geared to 
Ghana and sub-Saharan Africa’s 
economic growth through providing 
electricity by developing a large-
scale solar photovoltaic farm to 
power more than 60% of Ghana’s 
land area. 
     “I don’t stop when the door is 
being shut. I find a way to make it 
work. That is what propelled my 
success.” Okonkwo. 
     “Most of the multinational 
companies that come to Ghana 
do not put in infrastructure. They 
operate a system where they invest 

very little and take it away. They sell 
their products and leave,” Okonkwo 
says. “I’m hoping to provide 
employment and add to Ghana’s 
economy.” 
     Africa has year-round sunshine 
in most countries but solar power 
is surprisingly not a prominent 
energy source on the continent. 
The concentration of solar farms 
are in Kenya and South Africa, 
with Morocco following suit by 
launching one of the world’s largest 
solar energy projects costing an 
estimated US$9 billion to create 2 
000 megawatts of solar generation 
capacity by the year 2020. 
     Arne Jacobson, who has been 
studying renewable energy with a 
focus on Africa since 1998 and is 
now the director of Humboldt State 
University’s Schatz Energy Research 
Center, commented, “I don’t know 
of another large-scale project like 
this in Africa that is led by a woman. 
Power is fairly expensive in countries 
like Ghana. If they can keep 
costs low, this will be a profitable 
venture.” 
     After graduating from an all-
girls boarding school with little 
running water, Okonkwo moved to 
Los Angeles for college at Loyola 
Marymount University. Her first job in 

the oil and gas industry was in 2003 
with the Sahara Energy Group. She 
stayed until the effects of seeing her 
proposals being continuously turned 
down forced her to quit and forge 
her own path. 
     She went on to focus on bringing 
liquified petroleum gas to remote 
areas in northern Ghana, where 
most families still rely on burning 
firewood for energy. However, 
due to the financial scale of the 
project, she had to pivot into the 
wholesale trade of diesel and 
petroleum. This became the UBI 
Group, which caught the attention 
of global energy companies like 
Puma Energy. Puma Energy acquired 
a 49% stake in two of UBI Group’s 
subsidiaries, retail gas stations and 
wholesale fuel distribution, in 2013 
for about US$150 million. After this 
partial acquisition, Okonkwo started 
developing Blue Power Energy. 
     The ultimate goal of Blue Power 
Energy is to feed the national grid 
(electricity transmission network) 
with electricity from 100% renewable 
energy, thus making cities more 
sustainable, eradicating poverty and 
hunger, combating climate change 
and improving health and education 
while protecting the world’s oceans 
and forests.

GHANA’S 
LARGEST 
SOLAR 
FARM 
to be built by  
Salma Okonkwo
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This comes as the central bank chief revealed that the 
country has potential to earn over $4 billion per annum 
from gold exports if it fully exploits the reserves. 
     Over the years, Zimbabwe managed to produce an 
average of 17 tonnes per year only, meaning less than 
600 tonnes of the yellow metal have been exploited 
since independence. 
     Gold production reached a 27.1 tonne peak in 1999, 
but later tumbled to a low of approximately 3.5 tonnes 
at the height of Zimbabwe’s economic crisis in 2008. 
     Production has, however, been on an upward trend 
attributable in particular to the central bank’s efforts 
to support the sector. According to Dr Mangudya, 

Zimbabwe with the second largest  

GOLD RESERVES 
IN THE WORLD

Zimbabwe can build gold reserves within a very short 
space of time if it is to sweat the mineral asset. 
     “For example, if we can emulate Tanzania, which 
produces close to 50 tonnes per annum, we can build 
our reserves in a very short space of time, but we have 
the potential to produce even 100 tonnes per annum 
and that can give us approximately $4 billion at $40 
000 per tonne. That is more than double what we are 
currently earning. 
     “Zimbabwe has quality assets that need to be 
exploited to become an export-oriented economy 
and increase our foreign exchange reserves for a total 
transformation of the economy.”

Zimbabwe has the second largest gold reserves per square kilometre in the whole world with 
13 million tonnes of proven reserves of which only 580 tonnes have been exploited since 1980, 

Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe (RBZ) Governor Dr John Mangudya said yesterday.
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The first recorded use of rail 
transport was around 500BC, when 
ancient Greeks used a rail-like 
system – most likely powered by 
humans or horses – to carry boats 
across where the Corinth channel 
currently is. 
     In the 1400s, German miners used 
wooden railways that were pushed 
by hand or pulled by horse. 
     After the first iron rails were 
introduced in England in 1767, 
it took less than 40 years before 
Richard Trevithick, the first engineer 
to build a successful high-pressure 
stationary steam engine, built the 
first steam locomotive in 1799. 
     In 1830, the world’s first regular 
steam passenger rail service was 
inaugurated by the Canterbury & 
Whitstable Railway. 
     Africa’s first network of railways 
was started in Alexandria, Egypt 
in 1852. By 1860, South Africa 
had launched its first steam train, 
running from Central Durban to the 
Point, and by 1897 a railway line 
between Cape Town and Bulawayo 
in Zimbabwe was completed. In the 

early part of the 20th century rail 
lines were being constructed across 
the continent, connecting cities and 
countries in North, East, West and 
Southern Africa. 
     Today, fast-growing economies 
across the continent are upgrading 
antiquated rail infrastructure to 
support improved regional trade 
and mass local transit. 
     However, according to the 
African Development Bank, 
the poor condition of rail 
infrastructure and rolling stock 
in many African countries is 
undermining the potential of rail 
systems to contribute to economic 
development.

CRITICAL PRIORITIES FOR RAIL 
DEVELOPMENT IN EAST AFRICA 
     Governments and rail operators 
are responding positively: ambitious 
rail projects are underway in many 
African countries, including Senegal, 
Morocco, Cameroon, Nigeria, 
Gabon, Ghana, Algeria, Ethiopia, 
Egypt, Kenya, Uganda, Mozambique 
and South Africa. 

     In Tanzania, the largest port 
in East Africa is currently under 
construction at Bagamoyo, 
while further north the Kenyan 
government is planning a port to 
match it near Lamu. In both cases, 
rail networks will be established 
to facilitate trade with landlocked 
countries in the region and to 
support economic development in 
the East African Community and 
beyond. 
     Kenya’s Standard Gauge Railway 
(SGR) investment and expansion 
looks set to eventually connect it 
to the West African coast, while 
Ethiopia’s rail investment is already 
bearing fruit, prompting similar 
activities from Tanzania. 
     The $100-billion investment into 
East Africa is creating opportunities 
for new business and revenue 

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION  
AND AFRICA’S RAIL SYSTEM
Few modes of transport evoke such a sense of history and romanticism as rail.
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models that can leverage the 
upgraded rail infrastructure to 
transform how companies operate in 
the region. 
     Kenya’s regional SGR network 
will create a critical mass that 
will improve economies of scale, 
reduce unit costs and tariffs, and 
provide sufficient cash flow for debt 
repayments. 
     These developments are crucial: 
the UN estimates that 1,3-billion 
people will be added to Africa’s 
population by 2050, accounting for 
more than half of global population 
growth. 
     Trade will increase dramatically: 
the African Development Bank 
estimates that Africa’s GDP could 
grow from a base of $1,7-trillion in 
2010 to more than $15-trillion by 
2060. 
     Having the appropriate rail 
capabilities in place will be essential 
as the continent works toward 
achieving the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals, especially as it 
relates to Industry, Innovation and 
Infrastructure (Goal 9). 
     In an in-depth study, the African 
Development Bank found five 
key drivers of the development of 
African railways, namely: 
     An increase in transport 
demand due to African economic 
growth, leading to new demand 
for transportation and better 
infrastructure; 
     An increase in global supply 
chain competitiveness, demanding 
better and more integrated logistics, 
or what we would call digitally 
transformed supply chains; 
     An increase in the number and 
size of large African metropolitan 
cities requiring new urban mass 
transport systems; 
     New mining developments 
producing high-volume outputs, 

driving a need for higher capacity 
infrastructure capable of handling 
mining bulk volumes; and 
     The existence of landlocked 
countries with poor connectivity to 
sea ports, which require reliable and 
high-capacity access to the sea.

LEVERAGING TECH TO ENSURE 
NO PASSENGER LEFT BEHIND 
While trade and economic 
development is critical, attention 
should also be given to the 
importance of rail networks in 
transporting commuters. 
     In many countries, poor rail 
infrastructure and outdated 
technology contribute to extensive 
delays in passenger rail networks, 
with disastrous consequences for 
productivity (among passengers) 
and profitability (for the rail 
operator). 
     While accelerated rail investment 
and expansion can be noted across 
East Africa, the technology and 
digital transformation underpinning 
modern rail systems often come as 
an afterthought. 
     Emerging technologies hold 
immense promise in this regard: 
transportation models that are 
purpose-built to support the 
increasingly complex needs of 
consumers and business in a digital 
world have certain characteristics in 
common. 
     Technologies such as IoT 
supported by advanced analytical 
capabilities are providing 
improved asset utilisation by 
enhancing capacity management 
and equipment maintenance. By 
matching equipment supply to 
demand in realtime and providing 
predictive capabilities to improve 
the effectiveness of maintenance on 
key rail assets, available capacity is 
maximised and associated operating 

costs are lowered. 
     In addition, IoT enables rail 
operators to utilise sensors across 
the rail network to better passenger 
movements. When integrated with 
a powerful analytics platform, rail 
operators can start uncovering 
trends in passenger movements and 
predict when and where additional 
capacity is needed. 
     By proactively meeting changing 
consumer needs, rail operators 
ensure uninterrupted service and 
improve customer satisfaction, both 
of which has positive knock-on 
effects on profitability. 
     SAP is supporting the digital 
transformation of Africa’s rail systems 
by providing the technology tools 
and platforms that bring industry 
best-practices and exponential 
technologies together in a single 
seamless framework. 
     By implementing a digital core 
built on SAP HANA and the SAP 
Cloud Platform, rail operators get 
a single access point to better 
manage its supplier collaboration, 
workforce engagement, customer 
experience, and assets and supply 
chains. 
     Flexible line-of-business 
extensions ensure rail operators 
have the technological support to 
reimagine their business models, 
simplify and streamline business 
process, and innovate at scale and 
speed. 
     Railways form the network of 
interconnected veins that supply 
the lifeblood of Africa’s economic 
growth and development. 
     By ensuring the reliable and 
affordable delivery of people, 
products and commodities across 
the continent, Africa’s railways will 
play a starring role in the creation of 
a connected, prosperous continent.

And, with the support of powerful 
cloud-based platforms, rail 
operators can provide the seamless 
and reliable services that Africa’s 
increasingly sophisticated consumer 
and business markets demand.
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